National Champion Teams

Walked to and from Northwestern, Purdue, Illinois, and Michigan
Earn 32 Team Raffle Tickets
Approximately 7 miles/person/day

# Puppies (Pound Puppies)
3 Dumplings, a Matzo Ball, and a Cupcake
6 strutting babes
Angie's List
Area 51
Awe-Sim Buckeyes
Baker Dynasty
Blister Sisters
Bobbleheads
Booty Busters
Bosom Babes
Breaking Lab-CCL1
Brutus's Favorites
Buck Nuts
Buckaroos
Buckeye Thunder
Buckeye Walkers
buckIMotion
CBO- On the GO!
CCS stealth ninjas
Cinta de Rosa
Crazy Buckeye Ladies
Cretin Indoor Goons, Part Deux
domin8e
Domination
Downtown Divas & a Gent
ED Warriors
Fat Squirrels- AKA "Pleasantly Plump" Squirrels
Gaits of Steel
Gateway 5 on 5
GYN 3 - too many players
Haulin Nuts
HEAR We go...
Hit the road with Tigers
Hotel Hustlers
Innit 2 Winnit
IPR Wellness Walker
JAYwalkin’
Knock on WOOD for Good Health
L&D Divas
Lewis Center Swagger
Louis Hill Rollers
Nation of Domination
New Kids on the Walk
No Autographs, Please
No Joe
OFF THEIR WALKERS
O-H-I-Oh No, I Got a Cramp
OH-TECH ON-THEGO
On the move
osuRxiv
Oval Buddies
Parsons Posse
Paw Prints
Quality Strollers
R2
Ramblin Archival Amblers
Raving Fans II
Real Esteppers
Red Hot Chili Steppers
Reppin' Rehab Reppin' Rehab
Road Runners
Rodeyes
Safety Nuts
Scarlet, Gray, and Fit
Shake, Rattle and Walk!
SHIP SHAPE
Short Leggers
Six Silly Striders
SNAPpy Staff SAVES Educators
Spicy Sprinters
Stinky Cheeseburgers
Stronger Than You
Super Athletic Dudes (S.A.D.)
Super Loopers
Swag in C-deck
Sweet Recovery
Taking Care of Business
Team America
Team Awesome Infinity
Team Blueberry Glaze
Team PACU
Techy Trackers
Terrasque
That's what she walked
The Buckeye Village People
The SOB's (short of breath)
The Strange Townshends
The Walking Dead
The Walking Heads
The Walking Live
The Winded Turtles
These Bucks Are Made For Walking
Too Inspired to be Tired
Urban Legends
Vibrant Vegetables
Victorious Secret
Walk-IT
Weary Walkers
Wellness Warriors
WeWannaWin
Wexner’s Walk-Ons
Wilce Warriors
Wily Wanderers